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Welcome to the Design Your Dream Life podcast where it's all about designing your life on your 
terms and now your host, Natalie Bacon. 

Hi love. Welcome back to the podcast. And if you are new here, welcome, welcome, welcome. I 
want to let you know that there is a new free brochure that you can get to tell you all about Grow 
You, if you're not a member. You can go to Nataliebacon.com/coaching and just scroll all the 
way down to the bottom and click download and the new download will pop up. You don't need 
to put in your name or email or anything, but I've gotten so many questions about Grow You that 
I created this download and put it right there on the sales page for you to download so you can 
take it with you and read more about Grow You and it'll answer a lot of questions that you might 
have about life coaching, specifically about the awesomeness that is Grow You. 

Today, I want to talk with you about self doubt. I have to say that over the last year of coaching 
in my practice, self doubt has come up subtly the most because it comes up regardless of the area 
that we're talking about. So let's say that there's 10 different women who have 10 different goals 
that they're setting for their impossible goal this year. They will all have self doubt in a different 
kind of flavor, in a different area. It could be money, it could be relationships, it could be a book 
they're writing, it could be in their business, it could be with their leadership skills and the 
problem might present as a specific circumstance, right? As in a specific example going on in 
their life. But there's this underlying theme that I'm seeing a lot that y'all are feeling a lot of self 
doubt. So I wanted to talk about it here with you. You're going to learn how to overcome self 
doubt and at the very end of the podcast I'm going to give you five steps to actually go through 
so you can really kind of get a hold on self doubt. 

Let's start with talking about what self doubt is. I think that defining terms and really seeing what 
things mean can help you make it go from this mysterious thing that just happens to you to 
getting some authority over it. Self doubt I am defining as both a thought and a feeling. So the 
thought is some sort of lack of belief in yourself. It kind of sounds like I don't have what it takes 
to run a marathon. Realistically. I don't think I can make this much money this year. I wasn't a 
good reader growing up, so I probably don't have what it takes to be a speed reader. That's 
literally a thought I recently had. And it's so interesting because we think that these thoughts are 
true, right? And we'll have lots of evidence to back them up. And it's really a limiting belief and 
it's just a thought. And remember all of your thoughts are optional. So anytime you have a 
thought that lacks self confidence, right? It will create a feeling of self doubt. And the feeling is 
really a feeling of uncertainty. 

Now, if you really just analyze the thought and the feeling, it's not so bad, right? We go around 
talking about our lack of self confidence or our inability to get what we want as if it is something 
that's true. And then we feel self doubt and then we don't take action. So the common mistake 
that I'm seeing most people make is that they'll tell themselves, I don't think I can write a book. 
And then they'll feel that doubt and that uncertainty and then they will self sabotage. They will 
give that feeling meaning they will make it mean something's gone wrong, that they don't have 
what it takes, that they should slow down, they should take a break. They shouldn't even do it. 
It's a waste of time and that they should quit. And the truth is that nothing has gone wrong at all. 
There may have been an obstacle or a failure or some sort of, you know, bump in the road on the 
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way to writing the book. but the only meaning that has is the meaning that they're giving it. 
Successful people are really aware of this and they don't make those failures and obstacles mean 
anything. So they don't self sabotage. They will do something completely different. They will 
give those obstacles and failures a different meaning. They will try not to have the self doubt, but 
when they do they will bring it along with them. 

So I have gone through a lot of changes in the last five to 10 years. I quit practicing law. I quit 
working as a certified financial planner at a registered investment advisory firm. I quit working 
for my beloved mentor Brooke Castillo. I moved to Chicago, I quit drinking alcohol, I got a 
puppy, I met the love of my life and we moved in together. So I kind of thought about the areas 
where I had some self doubt and all of those were such areas and I never made that self doubt 
mean that I should slow down, quit, or anything like that. 

I think back to when I quit financial planning to be an entrepreneur full time. I remember making 
this decision. I was with one of my friends, Lauren, and we were at a conference and she, along 
with a lot of other entrepreneurs, were looking at me very confused at why I still had a full time 
job and I was surrounded by entrepreneurs in San Diego and I just remember thinking, I need to 
quit my full time job and if I don't take some sort of action now, it's going to be a lot harder once 
I get back to my environment. I was creating advantages ahead of time, knowing that the self 
doubt was coming. So I started to take action while I was in San Diego. I called my family, I told 
them, I just started to tell, you know, people close to me. I started to put things on my calendar to 
take action, to kind of talk to my bosses. I even decided not to renew a lease that I had ready to 
sign in my inbox because I didn't think I wanted to stay in Ohio if I quit my job, and this was all 
in the matter of 24 hours, mind you, this was not an irrational decision that just happened 
instantly. It was something that I led up to deciding. 

So it wasn't impulsive, it was very thoughtful, but I expected the self doubt to come. So I kind of 
tried to do my best to work against it and I did all of these things while I was out of town. And I 
remember telling my bosses and just being so nervous and I was nervous because I was having 
thoughts like, oh my gosh, this is crazy. I'm quitting my job. I'm going all in on me. Right? And I 
had nervousness and uncertainty and some self doubt, but I never made it mean that I was on the 
wrong path or that I should slow down or that maybe I should still work part time or that 
something had gone wrong. 

So a lot of times what I see people do is that they have these thoughts of self doubt and then they 
feel nervous, anxious, uncertain. And they make it mean that they're making the wrong decision. 
So they back out on doing the hard thing to Uplevel their life. And what I've done and what I 
recommend you do, is to become really aware of what's going on in your mind and in your body, 
in your thoughts and feelings. And don't make it mean anything. Decide on purpose. So for me, 
in the moment of quitting my job and feeling really nervous and uncertain about being an 
entrepreneur full time, I kept going back to the certainty I felt when I made that decision from 
my prefrontal cortex. So when you make your decisions ahead of time, when you're very clear 
minded and thoughtful about your future, you won't have that nervousness that you'll have during 
the transition of taking action. 
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So when I was with Lauren and I was out of town with these entrepreneurs, I was like, all right, 
I'm just going to do it. I know that this is what I want. This is what I want my future to be like. 
This is what it takes. And when I was in the transition of actually quitting and the fear came up, I 
welcomed it. I brought it along and I never made it mean something had gone wrong and that I 
should stop. 

Now you might think that this type of nervousness is normal for you know, quitting your job and 
going all in on your own business. But let me tell you something. I don't just feel this way when 
I'm doing something big like quitting my job. I continue to create a small level of self doubt any 
time I am upleveling my life in ways that you might think are actually kind of small. For 
example, the morning that I got Penny, Steve and I were driving to get her and I was about to 
throw up. I mean he was really surprised at the level of nerves that I had and I was really, really 
anxious and uncertain and just scared and I never made it mean that I was making the wrong 
decision. I thought back to my future self letters, I thought back to the decisions that I made from 
my prefrontal cortex and I honored them. I trusted myself and I trusted that decision making 
more than the emotion in the moment because what I do is I just expect to feel a little bit of those 
nerves and a little bit of that self doubt when I am into those big moments. 

I had the exact same on a smaller level, but the exact same nerves when Steve and I were signing 
our lease, I was holding his hand, I was doing it on the computer. He had already done his, he 
was kind of sitting behind me. I was sitting at my desk and I was just kind of holding his hand 
and I had like clicked and I was like, oh my gosh, I think I'm going throw up, and he was 
laughing. He's like, just what every guy wants to hear. And it's not that I doubt him or I doubt our 
relationship, I just know that I tend to default to, oh my gosh, this is really happening. I'm so 
nervous and uncertain. Those are the thoughts that I kind of default to and they're totally optional 
and I don't really mind that because I don't know that I don't want to feel any sort of nerves 
during a big transition like that. It's kind of like when you hear about men proposing and they 
have all of these nerves, they still go through with the proposal yeah? It's like that's a big deal. 
We want to feel that way. 

So for me, I just have not made self doubt mean anything. So if I feel a little doubt about moving 
in to our apartment together, I think that that's normal and totally okay, right? If I'm quitting my 
job or I'm getting a puppy or I'm quitting drinking, right? I had self doubt about that. Can I really 
do this? Can I really make my life so amazing that I'm not even going to desire alcohol anymore? 
Can I do it in a very different way? Then you kind of hear mainstream people talk about counting 
days and being sober and giving alcohol all of this power, can I do it in my own way? All the self 
doubt comes up, but that's because of the journey to change your life, I often call it upleveling, it 
doesn't always feel good. Right? 

And I go back to understanding the brain and thinking about your primitive brain just wanting 
you to, you know, seek pleasure, avoid pain, and be really efficient. And your primitive brain 
just wants you to stay alive. It just wants to procreate and stay alive. And that means in this day 
and age, sitting at home and watching Netflix and keeping you safe. Your brain is gonna freak 
out when you do these new and different things because it doesn't know if you'll stay alive. It 
knows that if you do more of the past, you stay alive because up to this point you have stayed 
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alive. But in order to grow and uplevel, you have to be onto your own brain. And if you know 
this, if you know that that's kind of like the default programming of your brain, you can really 
coach yourself and get life coaching so you separate out that default programming from the 
programming that you actually want from the programming that you can create on purpose. You 
don't have to feel self doubt, right? You can feel self doubt and welcome it without it sabotaging 
your future. 

What I see most people do is that they're unaware that this is a thought and a feeling. So they 
think that after going on a few runs and kind of not hitting their goal time and not being able to 
finish the mileage that they planned on, they make it mean that they don't think they have what it 
takes to ever run a marathon and that it's just not for them. And then they throw away their 
dream because it was hard. I don't want you to let the obstacles and failures be evidence to 
increase your self doubt. I want you to expect them. Right? And a lot of people will agree with 
this kind of from a teaching perspective. They'll say, yeah, I know that. I don't expect it to feel 
good all the time. I expect there to be problems and failures, but it's a lot different when you're in 
it. And this is why I think that the practice of self coaching and life coaching is so important 
because it creates some space in your life for you to evaluate instead of just be in reactive mode. 

So take a look at what you want for your life, whether that's your longterm kind of five years out 
plan or it's just your one year big goal. What kind of thoughts do you have about you and your 
ability to create it and what kind of thoughts do you have when you have obstacles and failures? 
So if I have a failure in my business, let's say I do a launch and I have a revenue goal and I 
missed the goal, right? That's a failure to me, that's a good failure because I put myself out there. 
I tried something new, I had a goal, I went for it and I missed the mark. I don't make it mean that 
may be, I'm not going to make seven figures. That may be, I just don't have what it takes. That 
maybe I'm just not a good entrepreneur. Right. I just make it mean that this is evidence that the 
way I did it wasn't the way that's going to get me to seven figures. I'm very curious about it. I'm 
like, oh my gosh. Let me dig into the numbers. Let's see what went right. What went wrong, 
what I can do differently next time. How I can double down. So notice what thoughts you have 
when obstacles come up. 

I think that there's kind of two parts to this self doubt that are really life changing. One is 
allowing it to come along for the ride when it comes up and you're in the moment, you don't 
make it mean anything. You don't self sabotage, you don't make it mean you don't have what it 
takes or that you should stop or take a break. Right? That's part one. 

The second part of it is knowing that self doubt is a choice. This one I think is kind of the next 
level of your personal development. Regardless of you know, your own goals. Kind of keep this 
in mind for your own progress. So what I mean by that is if you're just starting out, I want you to 
become aware of your thoughts and aware of your feelings and bring self doubt along for the ride 
without making it mean that you shouldn't be going for your goals, that you don't have what it 
takes, that you should take a break. And that you know someone, so who got the results is a 
special snowflake. Bring it along for the ride and go after your goals, but then the next level of 
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this kind of personal development mastery with self doubt is you deciding ahead of time if you 
even want to create self doubt. 

Self doubt is a choice. You always have a choice to think and to feel however you want and at 
the heart of self doubt, regardless of whether we're talking about it as a thought or a feeling in 
both instances, it has to do with your opinion of yourself. Your thoughts are creations. You may 
have been creating a lot of opinions of yourself over the last 20 years that don't support you and 
your future. It may sound like I've always been overweight. I have bad genes in my family. I'm 
never going to be able to lose the weight. I've tried everything before. I'm just so sick and tired of 
it. I know that this isn't something that's ever going to be easy for me. I'm always going to 
struggle with food. If those are the thoughts that you've had for the last 20 years, you may doubt 
your ability to lose weight and not struggle with food. And you're going to think that that is truth. 
And the next level of your personal development is to see that that's just a story and it's an 
optional story. 

You can decide to end that story and start a completely new story. You can decide to have 
whatever opinion of yourself that you want. You get to choose what to tell yourself and you don't 
have to doubt yourself. You can tell yourself that you got this, that you are going to be the first 
member of your family to lose a hundred pounds and change the trajectory of your lineage 
forever. You can tell yourself whatever you want. So what do you want to think about yourself 
for your ability to write a book, run a marathon, be a mom, buy a home in cash, make $1 million, 
be a strong leader. What do you want to think about you? You get to decide this for yourself. 

I was just coaching someone Grow You and she had gotten a report back from some sort of test 
that she took that showed her her leadership skills and kind of gave her feedback and areas where 
she was doing really well and areas for improvement and she took it as truth and I said, what do 
you think? You get to decide what you're going to think about you. Do you agree that you 
struggle in these areas? Do you agree that you're excelling in these other areas? Right? All of the 
evidence that you're getting, whether it's in some personality leadership report or from someone 
who gives you their opinion of you is just a circumstance. It goes in the C line. That's what I call 
it in coaching, the self coaching model, the circumstance, it's neutral. It doesn't have meaning 
until you give it meaning, so you get to decide, you know what, I'm a great leader and I have 
work to do in this area of giving feedback to my subordinates or whatever the case may be on 
that report. It's not a fact. Right. The fact is that you got a report that says X, Y, Z. You get to 
decide what is true about you 

And I like to remind myself that I have my best friend with me. I got this from my one-to-one 
coach. It's similar to what I teach in Personal Development For Her. It's called you 2.0 and you 
basically have your best friend with you, a second version of yourself and she's your biggest 
cheerleader and she's got your back and it's how you would talk to your best friend and she's 
giving you that feedback. You're an amazing leader. Of course, you can lose the weight and 
you're going to fail along the way and it's totally fine. You can start being your own best friend 
and saying, I know I'm going to lose the weight despite any evidence and in the face of all the 
obstacles. 
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Now you may find that this is easier in some areas of your life than others. So I've mastered 
self-confidence and kind of don't really experience self doubt in my business, right? There's 
really nothing that rocks my opinion of myself as a really good entrepreneur. I think that my 
zone of genius is business, particularly online business and even when there are things that I 
don't yet know or milestones I haven't crossed yet. Right? Like hitting seven figures. I don't 
make that mean that something's gone wrong that I'm not that good. I'm just reframing it and I 
think, oh yeah, this is my journey. I'm hitting seven figures. This is part of it. I want to learn from 
those who have already. Like I'm very solid. I don't have a lot of the self doubt when I have those 
failures and obstacles, I take it as feedback. I'm very curious about how that, you know, feedback 
can help me and I'm very intentional about what I want to think about myself. 

Now there are other areas of my life where self doubt comes about a lot quicker, right? I had this 
experience not that long ago with love. This is an example of how my work with relationships 
happened later, right? So I really cleaned up my money mindset and my business mindset and I 
had the results to show it and I feel really clean about it and I don't experience a lot of self doubt 
in those areas. And my coaching and my progression and upleveling with relationships happened 
later. It happened after the business and the money. And so I can kind of identify with feeling 
self doubt in those areas because I feel newer at having that self confidence. 

I used to make it mean that I had to be worthy of love and so I doubted my self worth for love. 
Right? And it probably came from like wanting more attention from my dad, right? He was an 
alcoholic as you probably know if you're a longtime listener. And through that journey I realized 
that I was seeking love outside of me and that love comes from me. So in my adult life in late 
twenties early thirties I did all of this life coaching and work on myself and realized that I can 
just have love, that you don't need to be worthy of having anything. So I don't really experience 
self doubt. I don't have a low opinion about whether I can have love. And you can see that in my 
result now with Steve. But without this awareness, the story that I used to tell was that I doubted 
my ability to succeed in romantic relationships, to meet my partner. I was like worried about it 
and it just feels so true. 

So for you, are you plagued with a ton of self doubt? Do you have it more apparently in some 
areas than others? And do you want to keep thinking that way about yourself for your future? It's 
always a choice and it feels really true if you're in the beginning and that's the way I say you 
want to allow the feeling to come with you. But the second part, the second level is to decide on 
purpose what you want to think about yourself. 

So that's what I have for you on self doubt and overcoming self doubt. But I want to leave you 
with a process I came up with so you don't have to listen to this whole episode again. Although if 
you really enjoyed it, please send it to someone who you think would benefit from it. I think that 
so many of us are struggling with self-doubt unnecessarily and I am really passionate about 
helping women kind of learn and understand what self doubt is so that they can feel better and 
decide on purpose, their opinion of themselves. 

So the process to overcome self doubt is five steps and the first step is to identify the thought 
you're thinking, and I want you to write it down. So you ask yourself, what's the thought I'm 
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thinking, right? It might be, I don't think I can do this. I don't think I can start an online business. 
I don't think I can become a life coach. I don't think I can be a good mom, right? Whatever your 
thought is, I want you to identify it and write it down and then I want you to, step two, name the 
feeling label. That feeling you're experiencing. It is likely going to be something like doubt or 
uncertainty or fear. It'll be a one word emotion. There is so much power in naming it. 

Step three is to tell a supportive story about your self doubt, meaning you don't push the self 
doubt away and you don't self sabotage. You don't say, oh, you know, I don't think I can do this, 
so I'm just going to take a break. I'm not even going to go for it. This just isn't for me. Right? 
That's self-sabotaging. It's self-sabotaging because it's against what you actually really want. You 
really want to meet your partner and get married, so tell a supportive story. It would be like, you 
know, I'm thinking that I'm just not going to meet the man of my dreams and I'm feeling doubt, 
but I'm going to decide on purpose that this doubt doesn't mean anything, that I'm still going to 
go online and I'm going to date and I'm going to put myself out there and I am not going to stop 
and I'm not going to make this self doubt mean that you know my chance at love is over. It's 
noticing the thought and the feeling and then deciding to tell a supportive story that moves you 
forward. 

Step four is to decide whether you want to continue thinking the original thought or not. You 
might decide, you know what, I'm done not believing I have what it takes to meet someone. I'm 
just going to start believing. I'm just going to start believing that whatever obstacles happen are 
part of my journey and that it's never over right. There's always another way. There's always 
something else to try because doubting myself isn't serving me. 

And then step five is to get life coaching so you don't self sabotage, right? This is so important. I 
think that people don't understand why life coaching is so important to their own lives and I'm so 
passionate about it because it changed my life so much and I see it changing so many of my 
clients' lives and that's what I want for you. 

So again, process to overcome self doubt. Identify that thought. You're thinking, that's causing 
that feeling, that's step one. Make sure you write down that thought. Step two is to name the 
feeling you're experiencing in a one word doubt, uncertainty, fear. Step three is to tell a more 
supportive story about your self doubt. Don't push it away. Bring it along for the ride. Step four 
is to decide whether to continue thinking the original thought or not. Step five, join Grow You. 
Help your future self, prevent it from self-sabotaging. A good life coach will be able to show you 
your mind and show you that the story you're telling is just that it's just a story and it doesn't 
mean anything about your likelihood of creating the future that you want. 

You can feel any emotion without making it mean something's gone wrong and that you can't 
have the future that you want. You can show up and do a great job. You can show up and fail 
and you can fail 10 more times and never make it mean you don't have what it takes. I have no 
business making $1 million, but I'm gonna make $1 million as a life coach. That is awesome. I 
have divorced parents. My dad was an alcoholic. I struggled with relationships in the past and 
now I have an amazing healthy relationship. There was so much doubt along the way and I never 
made it mean that I couldn't create the exact future I wanted, ever. So you always have a choice. 
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You always can decide what you want your future to be like and you get to decide what your 
opinion is of yourself. So think highly of yourself, my friend. That's what I want for you because 
you are amazing. I love you and I will talk with you next week. 

Hey, if you liked this podcast you really should check out, Grow You, my life coaching program. 
I coach you on everything I teach on the podcast so that you can uplevel your life. We 10x it so 
you get the results you want most. Just like a monthly gym membership to get your body in 
shape, this is a monthly personal development membership to get your mind in shape. It is an 
investment your future self will thank you for. Check it out at Nataliebacon.com/coaching. That's 
Nataliebacon.com/coaching. I will see you there. 
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